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During the past year co-ordination with the United Nations and the 

specialized agencies on Administrative and Financial questions has continued, 

particularly throu^x the Consultative Committee on Administrative Questions, the 

Administrative Committee on Co-ordination and the UN Advisory Coimnittee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions• Details of co-ordination throu^i the 

first two bodies were reported by the Secretary-General to the Joint Second and 

Third Committee and the Fifth Gornmittee of tiie UN General Assembly in document 

A/C.2 & З/ЮО, attached as Annex 工參 

Of particular importance during the year was the further development of the 

co-ordination of services in Geneva among the agencies with offices there« 

Details of this co-ordination appear in the report by the Secretary-General to 

the Joint Second and Third Committee and the Fifth Committee of the UN General 

Assembly (document A/C.2 & 3/103) "which is not reproduced because of its length, 

but which can be made available to members of the Executive Board, if desired» 

The attention of the Executive Board is also called to the seventh report 

of 1951 of the UN Advisory Committee on Administrative Sc Budgetary Questions 

(A/1971) on the administrative budgets of the specialized agencies for 1952 and 

development of common services• The parts of the report of interest to World 

Health Organization are attached as Annex 工工• 
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UNITED NATIONS A/C.2&3/100 

А/С,5Л5Т 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 17 November 1951 

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH 

Sixth session Dual distribution 
JOINT SECOND AND THIRD COMMITTEE . 

AND FIFTH COMMITTEE 
Agenda item 28 .• 

-CO-ORDINATION BETWEEN TEE UNITED NATIONS AND 
THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES 

Administrative and budgetary co-ordination betveen the 
United Nations arid the specialized agencies 

1, The Secretary-General, vith the со-operation of the heads of the specialized 

agencies> and after consultation witix the advisory committee on Administrative and 

Budgetary Questions, has prepared this progress report oil administrative and 

budgetary co-ordinaôion
;
 pursuant to resolution 411 (V) of the General Assembly, and 

with particular reference to resolution 红15 (V), In submitting this report to the 

General Assembly；.he wishes to call attention to relevant portions of the report to 

the Assembly of the Economic and Social Council (A/I88“), particularly those 

sections dealing vith concentration of effort and administrative co-ordination. 

2. The subjects dealt vith in the present report are grouped under four main 

titles: budgetary со-ordination) financial arrangements； personnel 

administration； and special administrative questions• 

3. Most of the governing bodies or conferences of the agencies whose hudgets are 

submitted to the General Assembly-have had before them, when considering their 

next budget
;
 tile recommendations of the General Assembly contained in resolution 

415 (V). In the case of International ：̂ e 1. e с omrrnini с at i on Union (ITU) and the 

Universal Postal Union (UPU), the programrrie of vork of the organization was 

considered to consist exclusively of regular tasks for vhich the priority criteria 

were not suited^ the annual budgets of these tvo agencies remain substantially 

stable from year to year, 

k. Generally^ the legislative -bodies of agencies have observed that the 

objectives of the Council
]

s criteria for priority are achieved by their own 

continuous reviev of the organization's programme. The concept of 

concentration of effort appears to- be fully recognised in all agencies. Where, 

as in the case of tke United Nations Educatioirial； Scientific and Cultural 

Eeport by the ！ï!ecretarjr^General 

工• Budgetary co-ordination 
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Organization (UNESCO), the governing body is empowered to adjust expenditure in 

the light- of foreseeable income
д
 priorities.are established for specified 

important programme areas о The Council of the Food and Agricultural Organisation 

(FAO), in its consideration of the question, noted the dependence of effective 

priority criteria upon the willingness of participating governments, through 

their delegations， to apply them to particular proposals submitted to the various 

international conferences• 

5» On the related matter of stabilization of regular 

members will find comparative data giving the level of 

establishments for 1952 in information Annex II to the 

estimates (A/l812/Add,l)_ 

Fjjianclng the budget 

6. Arrears in contributions s The relative financial 

and the status of contributions payments by individual 

information annex II to the United Nations budget estimates• 

1, In response to resolution 411 (V)， the subject of arrears *was a principal 

item considered at meetings of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination 

(ACC) and its Cçnsultative Committee on Administrativo Questions (CCAQ) this 

year. It was agreed that a common approach to budgetary problems arising from 

arrears in contributions is a desirable goal. The two principal budgetary 

problems in connexion with arrears were taken to bei (a) the establishment of 

an effective budget level in the light of arrears; and (b) methods of dealing 

with arrears as such and with actual cash deficits. 

e
f
 On point (a)^ the basic tenet of General Assembly resolution 311(C) (IV) was 

agreed； namely, that income for any given year must sooner or later equal 

expenditure for that year© The long-run objective of all agencies should be to 

balance income and expenditure through full payment of all assessed contributions^ 

bi existing circumstances，the best method by -which an agency can avoid 

expenditures substantially in excess of income "will vary according to the nature 

and extent of the non-payment of contributions, 

9« As regards point (Ъ)
д
 methods of dealing with arrears as such, it was 

believed that it would be desirable to have a common approach to the extent that 

variations in the contributions experience of the organizations permitted» 

budgets
}
 General Assembly 

budgets and size of 

United Nations budget 

status of organizations 

Members are given in 
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It was felt that a distinction must be made between the temporary financing of 

arrears and the funding of long-standing.arrears
0 

10e In that connexion an Australian proposal which constituted one method of 

achieving uniformity in regard to surrendering budget surpluses and funding of 

arrears was also discussed» In view of the complexity of the problem involved 

it was not possible^ however^ to find a solution acceptable to all agencies; the 

matter will be subject to continuing study by the ACC and further report to the 

Assembly^ ‘. 

11
 л
 Utilization of soft currenciesa^ Detailed study has been made of the plan 

for collecting contributions in a mininum number of soft currencies with 

convertibility into other soft currencies^ to which reference was made in the 

last annual report on administrative co-ordination (A/1352
y
 para«ll)« It is the 

� 

general feeling of the United Nations and the agencies that it is advisable to 

attempt to limit the operation to a few currencies^ subject always to satisfactory 

arrangements for convertibility into other currencies
9
 It appears that one 

currency which at the present time seems most likely to qualify for use according 

to the criteria stated by the ÀCC/ is the pound sterling; assurances have been 

received from the Government of the United Kingdom that facilities will be 

granted by that Government for the conversion of poimds sterling contributed by 

Member States into a substantial number of other currencies. 

12
e
 It T^ould^ of course, be an indispensible factor in giving effect to that 

method that all Member States in which the United Nations makes expenditures 

should agree that their respective national currencies be available for purchase 

against pounds sterling， and that such currencies obtained by exchange against 

pounds sterling could be used in conformity with the related provisions of the 

Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations for all United 

Nations expenditures within the respective countries
0 

13o One limitation must nevertheless be noted in connexion with the use of 

pounds sterlings The Secretary-General will not use this currency for purchase 

of other currencies in cases "where the value of such other currencies^ expressed 

in US dollars at dollar exchange rates available to the United Nations, would be 

more than their cost in terms of pounds sterling converted to dollars at the 
effective rates between dollars and sterlings In such cases, consideration 
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‘ .‘.. • . 、 , 

would be given to making direct allocations to Ifenbers if the amounts to be used 

were substantial} otherwise^ dollars would be used for exchange• 

Budgetary presentation » — , • _ i • i • 

14
d
 Extra-budgetary informâtion§ As requested by the General Assembly in 

resolution 411 (V)^ the agencies тл/hich participate in the Expanded Technical 

Assistance Frograme have submitted to their conferences or governing bodies^ 

either as part of the budget document or in supplementary form, information on 

expected expenditure for activities financed outside their normal appropriations• 

A summary listing is given in information annex II to the Secretary-General
1

s 

budget estimate s ̂  to permit the General Assembly to have an idea of the amount 

and character of extra-budgetary expenditures and therefore the totál funds 

available to each organization。 

15f Estimates of main activities (project estimates)> In all appropriate 

cases, the agencies have co-operated in supplying information analysing their 

1952 budgets according to main activities^- as requested in General Assembly 

resolution 413 (V)
ô
 This material is contained in information annex IX to the 

United Nations budget estima tes « On the assumption that the General Assembly 

will, wish to receive such information on a continuing basis, the agencies hava 

undertaken to work with the United Nations^ through ACC machinery, in attempting 

to standardize the form of presentation of estimates by main aotiyitiest 

16# Сопшоп form o£ budget г Farther consideration has been given to achieving 

a common form of budget
0
 The importance of the problem has been recognized by 

the Secretary…General and other members of the АСС» It was the opinion of ACC 

members when they considered this matter again in 1951 that the most 

constructive approach would be to concentrate initially upon one or two basic 

.elements in budget presentation^ For 1952 the intention is to attempt to 

develop definitions for the common panel of objects of expenditure which can be 

used generally by the agencies» This panel was revised by the Consultative 

Committee on Administrative Questions in 1951 and probably "will require further 

revision in conjunction with any agreement upon more precise and detailed 
‘ ‘ ： • . 

definitions• 

17» It is noteworthy that the common panel of objects developed for comparative 

budget analysis purposes was adopted by the Technical Assistance Board for use of 
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participating agencies in expenditure reporting, 

18
#
 The over-all structure of budgets also will be reviewed again in 1952, with 

a view to the development of a coixion .pattern» 、 

19, On the related natter of a c o m o n definition of administrative and 

operational budgets^ with which the General Assembly dealt at its fourth гс guiar 

session (resolution 311(IV)), further inter-agency consideration of the question 

took place this year. There was agreement that the importance of makinc a clcar 

distinction between administrative costs as against "operational" (or "programe”） 

costs varied with the character of an organization^ activities» In the case of 

a truly operational activity, bach as provision of m t o r i a l assistance to 

individuals or sending of expert missions to countries, the amount of available 

funds spent on administrative overhead as compared to the amount spent on the end 

product (food supplies, field teams) was a matter of paramount importance» In 

the case of a predominantly research activity, on the other hand, the question was 

relatively less inportant except when it was desired to cost individual work 

units or projectsp For general budgetary purposes， it was felt that， in those 

cases where it was necessary to make the distinction， as for a predominantly 

operational organization, the definition of ^administrative
11

 expenses deVGloped 

by the World Health Organization (WHO) would Ъе workable• That definition, 

c^nt^ined in No#18 of the Official Records of the World Health Organization 

(appended as annex I) was agreed in principle• 

20• l>i that same connexion, discussion took place between the United Nations and 

the agencies on the Brazilian proposal which had been referred to the ACC by the 
1/ 

eleventh session of the Economic and Social Councils—' Under that proposal； 

inter alia, the organizations would паке a separate showing in their budcet 
• •

 1

 '
1 1

 ' , . 

documents of those expenses considered to be "administrative"
P
 in the sense of 

being normal and continuing costs• Any projects considered to be outside the 

normal work load and therefore "operational^ in character^ in the sense thr с 

something was to be done rather than studied, would be presented separately as 

extraordinary expenses. In the reasoning of the Brazilian proposal, the 

conference would then be able both to agree easily upon the "administrative" part 

1/ Jee Economic and Social Council resolution 324(XI) 
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of the estimates (assumed to be stabilized) and to decideproject by project, 

whether the "operational" items, if undertaken at ali, should be financed 

through the normal scale of contributions or in some other way# 

21 e The activities of the various organizations are of differing types and. the 

organizational patterns have necessarily, varied to meet particular needs• All 

agency representatives gave it as the experience of their organizations^ however> 

that research work normally does .not, as iiiqDlied in the Brazilian proposal, 

constitute a separable initial s-tage itíiich terminates and is followed by an 

"action" stage. The common view was that，most frequently, it wpuld not be 

practical to base an organization's form of budget upon the principle of 

segregating administrative and research activities from other activities. In the 

case of all organizations, the expenditure estimates for those programmes 

financed within the regular, budget which consist principally of field operations> 

are already separately identified. Similarly, estimates for operating 

programmes financed from extra-budgetary funds are being identified individually 

in the information statements annexed, in response to General Assembly-

re solution 411 (V), to the 1952 budget-estimates of the various organizations• 

II, Financial Arrangements 

Common financial regulations • 

22о i^ior to the introduction of amendments by the Advisory Committee, several 

agencies had circulated to member governments the common draft text of financial 

regulations developed under ACC -auspices• In view of the adoption of the 

amended text by the General Assembly at its fifth regular session^ the common 

draft text has been "withdrawn in favour of the amended version. There were 

certain provisions in the common text, and there are an additional niamber in the 

text as amended, which cannot for the time being be adopted uniformly try tlio 

agencies； for a variety of reasons, in some measure constitutional. 

23» Nevertheless, as the text is acted upon by the various conferences, an 

increasing degree of uniformity is being achieved, Tho YfflO and UNESCO 

conferences have adopted texts "which do not deviate substantially from tha 

common pattern^ The FAO conference, in adopting revised regulations which 

deviate in many particulars from the amended pattern, has requested its Council 
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. • . . . ‘ ‘ 

to• continue study of proposals for greater uniformity» Opportunity for further 

detailed consideration of the standard text by the ITU and UPU will exist at their 

quinquonniai conferences in 1952« 

Uge of the United Nationa Investments Committee 

241 As requested tçy the General Assembly in resolution 412 (V), the Secretary-

General notified the specialized agencies that they mi^xt call upon the United 

Nations Investments Comittee to provide advice on the nature and extent of 
« * . . . . . ? . . 

investment of their funds• 1/Vhen the Committee met in June 1951, th© only 

request for advicw roceived m s from ШЬ 

üae of United Nations Comiittee on Contributions 

25ь The Committee on Contributions in its report to the General Assembly last 

year (A/1330) outlined the prbcedure it proposed to follow in lrç>leinenting 

resolution 311(B) (IV), which authorized it to recommend or advise on the scale 

of contributions for a specialized agency upon requests . Its report to the 

General Assembly for 1951 (A/1859) gives details of the information supplied to 

specializéd agencies in the course of the last year. , 

III. Personnel administration 

Соитоп：staff regulations 

26P Principles to be embodied in the permanent staff regulations of eâch 

organization Tvere developed last year under ACC auspices and presented by the 

Secretary-General to the fifth re guiar session of the General Assembly (АД36О) • 
The General Assembly requested the Advisory Committee to examine the proposals 

and report on tHem to the sixth session (resolution 469 (V)). In April 1951, a 

working draft of staff regulations was prepared by the Advisory Committee. ïhat 

working draft vras reviewed by the AXiG in Шу 1951, and the members then noted 

that the draft incorporated a number of amendments to the 1950 draft, the 

amendments to a large extent being designed to meet the specific needs of the 

United Nations» They noted also that, in the Advisory Committee
1

 s opinion, the. 

amended regulations contained in its‘draft -would be "suitable for adoption as 

staff regulations both for the United Nations and, subject to minor variations 

of form, for the specialized agencies"• ‘ 
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27> The draft prepared by the Advisory Committee was considered generally to be 

within the terms of agreement reached by ACC members in 1950# At the same time 

the majority of members, including those who we.re hopeful that the-ir agencies 

could adopt a set of regulations having generally the scope and substance of 

those envisaged by the ACC Agreement of 1950，felt that, in the interest of wide 

acceptance of common provisions, certain changes would be desirable in the draft 

prepared by the Advisory Cornnittae. The Secretary-General accordingly sutoitted 

to the Advisory Committee in July 1951, for its reference, the proposals of the 

agencies concerning specific regulations in the Committee
1

s text# 

28
f
 Meantime, the draft common pattern of staff regulations agreed in 1950 has 

been followed in all major respects by the Vforld Meteorological Organization 

(ШЗ), which adopted its regulations in April 1951 i and also by the WHO Assembly, 

which agreed upon permanent regulations in May 1951» 

29, While the representatives of a number of agencies were hopeful that the 1950 

draft common pattern of staff regulations could, with minor modifications
}
 be 

adopted as regulations, certain agencies considered that the draft could merely 

constitute a set of guiding principles to be embodied in their own staff 

regulations•. 

Common salary and allowance scheme 

30# The United Nations salary, allowance and leave scheme, adopted by the General 

Assembly in December 1950, has been put into operation by the International 

Labour Organization (ILO), WHO, the International Civil Aviation Organization 

(IDAO), UNESCO； 1Ш0 and the Interim Commission for the International Trade 

Organization (ICITO). The provisions of the scheme have been approved in 

principle by the FAO Council, action being deferred to the Council
1

s next session 

schoduled for November 1951• Agencies have exercised flexibility in assimilating 

high-ranking officials to United Nations levels• In certain agencies, adjustments 

not affecting the structure of the scheme have been made largely to accomodate 

specific differences in size and complexity of Secretariat organization or 

existing provisions of the agency*s staff regulations, 

31* In main outline and most basic provisions, therefore, the salary"and 

allowance plans of all the larger organizations are now or probably "will become 

within the year substantially the same® • This co-operative achievement^ in the 
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relatively short period of tm years； is another m j ^ r step in administrative 

Co-ordination and irvarrants great hope for furtteï
4

 mniforEiity in other 

administrative areas
Ф 

Salary differentials 

32« The questions of policy raised by members oí the ACC at meetings in the 

spring of 1951 are of such importance that they should be brought to the 

attention of the Assembly^ in any events tho Saeretary-General has been 

requested by the Dire с of the "WHO to to the attention of the 

next United Nations General Assembly" the recommendations addressed to it by the 
1 

fourth World Health Assembly^ 

330 The members of ACC generally agreed that the agencies which had accepted 

or were about to accept the new salary plan should aim at uniformity in its 

application and that that principle involved the application of salary 

differentials on a uniform basis -where found justified^ 

34c They considered furthermore that the application of the salary differential 

should be based upon variations of the cost of living - if such variations proved 

to be important enough - in the region affected^ and not solely upon variations 

of the cost of living in New York Gity^ If the United Nations could not, as 

the principle of uniformity would require
д
 deal with variations of the cost of 

living in its Headquarters area by means of an appropriate adjustment in net 

incom©^ it was not considered a satisfactory remedy to impose on staffs 

stationed elsev/here a minus differential if there had not been a decline in the 

cost of living in their respective areas^ 

35» The Commit tee also reaffirmed its view that adjustments should be envisaged 

whenever the cost of living index showed a variation of at least, ten per cent, 

(but not in the case of any smaller variation) as recoramended by the United 

Nations Committee of Experts on Salary^ Allowance and Leave Systems. 

1 SQQ Œf^ Rbc. World Hlth Org, 359 Refeolution ШМ.53, p>22 
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Сошюп social security scheme 

36。 All of the larger agencies have confirmed their interest in the speedy 

development of a common pattern of benefits for service-incurred accidents and 

i l l n e s s b a s e d upon the present provisional United Nations plan» It шз felt 

that there was not yet sufficient common understanding of the full financial 

implications of the plan recominended by the Committee of Experts and that 

detailed examination of the plan by individual agencies in the light of their 

existing systems should take place
0
 The results of that review should enable 

decisions of principle as to suitable benefits under a common pattern and the 

related question of financial arrangements to be dealt with more effectively. 

37e îfeantime； the Secretary-General wishes to report that the ILO Governing 

Body has agreed in principle to tho United Nations provisional scale of benefits 

as it may be implemented through inter-agency consultation and the UNESCO 

Conference has decided that the provisional United Nations scale for service-

incurred accidents shall•come into force when final agreement has been reached® 
� . ~. • » 

Use .of the Adtninistrative .I^buaal 

38 c The FAO has acceded to the Standard Agreement for participation in the 

Administrative Tribunal on mutually acceptable conditions； the financial 

arrangements..being subject to review orv the basis of experience
0
 The Secretary-

General has undertaken to advise any other interested agency concerning the 

administrative and financial aspects of accession in its case
4 

Interin^tiigggil^Ciyil—Service A^isory Board 

39« During the year concrete progress was achieved towards the ideals laid 

down by the International Civil Service Advisory Board (工CSAB) in its Report on 

Recruitment Methods and' Standards for United Nations and the specialized agencies 

(COORD/CIVIL SERVICE/2/Rev。l), The most conspicuous advances *were those made 

towards the establishment of сошюп salary and allowance systems and coimon 

staff regulations^ as indicated earlier in this paper« At the operating level， 

considerable progress was visible in the holding of common testa and examinations, 

the successful candidates being assigned to the various participating agencies« 

Steps' were taken should result in some-what greater uniformity of 

definition and conditions of entitlement for certain grants and benefits« 
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40• The Board held its third session at United Nations Headquarters in March 

1951 and confined its considerations to the subject of in-service training* 

The Board prepared a provisional report on that subject which was circulated to 

the participating agencies. 
i 

IV0 Special administrative questions 

Common services 

41 о In view of the continued interest of the General Assembly, the Economic 

and Social Council and the Board of Auditors in the development of common 

service s ̂  particularly in respect of regional and branch offices, the Secretary-

General in consultation with the heads of specialized agencies has conducted a 

detailed study of service arrangements in the Geneva area» This study, with 

conclusions and re commendations
 y
 is being presented separately» 

Urgent operational programmes 

42, The sizeable efforts of the organizations to meet demands for expert 

assistance in Korea will be reported in the statement which the United Nations 

‘Agent-General for Korean Re construction m i l make to the General Assembly* The 

i other urgent operational programme to which specialized agencies are providing 

,assistance is the relief and rehabilitation of Palestine refugees and a 

• separate report covering the matter will be provided by the Director of that 

,programme V
 r 

.43» Following the request of the General Assembly, the Joint Panel of Auditors, 

•at its meeting in October 1950，decided upon common procedures for the audit of 

agency expenditures, under the special account for technical assistance to under-

developed countries« Since the financial period for the special account closes 

31 December 1951, the Joint Panel decided to postpone its review until early 

1952 "when a complete audit will be possible
ç
 Pull reports on expenditures， 

anticipated requirements and resources have been made by the Technical 

Assistance Board to the Economic and Social' Council and are available in E/2054, 

E/2054/Add
 0
l / R e v , a n d E/TAC/L。9。 
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ANNEX I 

* 
Definition of Administrative Costs 

("WHO Definition of Functions Considered as Constituting Administrative 
E x p e n s e ^ ^ agreed in principle by The Administrative Committee on 
Co-ordination) 

Function 、 Examples2 

Administration • 

"Administration^
 $
 as used here^ 

consists of those overall functions 
performed in organizing； co-ordinating^ 
planning- and supervising the activities 
of an organization-wide basis6 The 
allocation of consultants； coordinators 
and liaison assistants attached to the 
Direсtor-General

?

 s office is determined 
on the basis of assigmijnt j if tho 
work primarily concerns organization 
planning and those broader problems 
dealing with administrative 〜 
counselling- of the agency, the expense 
is assigned to administration。 The 
development and. rendering to tho 
Director-General of le gal advice vdiich 
he requires in the со-ordination^ 
planning and administrative management 
of the Organization is regarded as an 
administrative expense

0 

Includess 

1
л
 Director—General and his immediate 

s^affo 

2r> Deputy Director-General and his 

immediate staffо 

3o Director, Administration and 

Finance and his immediate staff
t 

4o“ Consultants and co-ordinators 

attached to the Director-General
1

 s 

office
w 

5o That part of the New York Office 

engaged in liaison with the United 

Nations, other specialized, agencies, i 

e t c” and personnel on the staff of the 

Director-General engaged in liaison 

work^ 

6, Legal Sectioib 

1 
This applies to headquarters оп1уч All regional and fieId office expenses 
are classified as "operating expense"

9 

2 •• 
Examples cited herein are- from the organizational structure as it existed on 
1 February 1949c Should that structure change, the examples may need also to 
be - changeât, 
Oor/'uaj.ned on pages 9-10 of Official Records of WHO^ No

c
 18 (Programme and 

• Budget Estimates for 1950a April 1949) 
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Function Examples 

Administrative Management Analysis 

"Administrative management 
analysis" as used here, represents 
those analytical^ research and survey-
functions performed to aid the 
Director-General to carry out his 
responsibilities for organizing, 
planning and co-ordinating the 
activities of the Organization^ 

Activities： 

Organization analysis and 
recommendations 
Procedural analysis and 
recommendations 
Reviewing orders, instructions, 
etc® 
Reviewing forms 

Includes: 

That part of the Office of Budget and 
Management which deals with 
administrative management analysis, 

Although he. is responsible for 
activities in both fields, the Chief， 
Office of Budget and îfenagement and 
his secretary ^TQ arbitrarily assigned, 
for this purpose> to the budget 
functions4 . ‘ 

Conference and General Services 

As used here, the term 
"conference and general services" 
represents the house-keeping services 
of the Organization,, including staffing 
and material arrangements for 
conferences and meetings. 

Activitiest 
. . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . 

Procurement and managemént of 
equipment and supplie9 (only 
administrative material is 
included under this iteiti) 
Registry 
Documents 
Conference arrangements 
Office accommodation

 4 

Central stenographic service 
.Graphic services 

Travel and transportation 

Includesi 

Office of Conference and 
General Services. . . 
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Function 、 
Á：

 -л
 • •； •'•'». . . . . . . 

Exaltóles 

Fiscal activities 

"Fiscal activities" as used here, 
embraces budgeting, auditing, accounting 
(except programme, accounting) and 
management and record keeping, of the 
financial resources of the Organization. 

Activitiest 

Administrative accounting and 
auditing (those activities 

t
 necessary to collect, receive, 

record, report, disburse
}
 inspect 

and audit the financial resources 
of the Organization, and to 
provide administration with 
financial information) 

Investment of funds temporarily* 
idle 
Financial administration of Staff 
Provident and Retirement funds 
Budgeting 

This function excludes programme 
；accounting and auditing which arises 
from purchase of operating supplies and 

.equipment^ operation of the fellowship 
programme> etc» However, until such 
time ÛS this type of accounting has 
reached a volume -which is readily 
identifiable, all accounting and 
auditing expenses will be regarded as 
administrative # 

— • . 

• Includes} 

Office of Internal Audit 

Office of Finance and Accounts 

The portion of the Office of 
Budget and Management which \ 
deals with budgetary planning, 
justification and execution. 、 

, * ‘ “ • ‘ ‘ 

* > • 

”• i 

> 

• . . ‘ ¡ 

Information 

As used here，the term "information
1

* 
represents the preparation and 
distribution of information of interest 
to the general public• It does not 
Include the editorial and reference 
services^•because these services are in 
the field programme operations> such 
as preparing reports on the findings of 
research, or the dissemination of 
information of a programme nature» 

Includesj 

Office of Public Information 

Excludes! 

Division of Editorial and Reference 
Services» 

Note: Although the Translation Section 
is responsible for translating 
administrative as "well as programme 
material, the translation of 
administrative material does not require 
as much as 50 per cent of the time of •‘ 
any translator, so the expense is 
classified as '^operating expense" ̂  
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Function Examples 

Personnel Activities Includesj 

"Personnel", as used here
; 

represents the Or gañiz ati on-wide 
activity and does not include the 
personnel functions performed by-
Directors and other supervisors• 

Office of Personnel 

Activitiesî 

Advises on all phases of personnel 
management 

Administration of Staff 
Regulations and Staff Rules 

Appointment 
Placement 
Classification 
Training 
Safety-
Employee Relations 
Liaison with other agencies 
Liaison with governmental 
authorities 
Insurance and retirement plans 
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Sixth session 
Agenda item 28(a) 

Dual Distribution 

CO_ORDINATION BST^EEK THE UNITED MOTIONS 』D THE 
SPECI^UZED AGENCIES 

Administrative budget в of the specialized agencies for 1952 > 
m á development of сошлюп services 

Seventh report of 1951 of the Advisory Goïriaiittee on 
Administrative and Budgetary Questions 

1« In accordance with the provisions of article 17,, paragraph 3, of the 

Charter of the United Nations and General Asseoiibly resolution 14 À ( 工 ） o f 

13 February 1946, the Advisory Comittee on Administrative and Budgetary-

Questions has exaiained on behalf of the General “ssembly the administrative 

budgets of those specialized agencies \rtuch have forinal agreements with the 

United Nations providing for the transmittal of their budgets for exaiiiination by 

the assembly • 

2, The following agencies have submitted their budgets or budgetary estimates 

for 1952 to the United Nations: International Labour Organization, Food and 

agriculture Organization, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization, International Civil aviation Organization, Universal Postal Union, 

World Health Organization and International TelecoHiniunication Union, 

3. Information was also sub丨oitted to the advisory Ccmnittee concerning the 

supplementary and closure periods ending 31 December 1951 of the International 

Refugee Organization, as well as the 1952 budget of the World Meteorological 

Organization^ the agreement with which will be examined by the General Assembly 

at its present session^ The Secretary-General of 也0 appeared informally before 

the Coimiittee, but pending approval of the agreement by the General Asserably, no 

coroments are offered in the present report. 
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4* The agreements concluded with the International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development and the International Monetary Fund do not provide that the 

budgets of these organizations shall be submitted to the United Nations for 

examination^ 

5
#
 In accordance with financial regulation 3#3 of the United Nations, details 

of the budgets or budgetary estimates of the United Nations and certain 

specialized agencies appear in Information Annex II to the Secretary-General's 
». ' , -i 

budget estimates for 1952. The following table shows the gross totals of the 

1952 budgets or budgetary estimates, together with the corresponding figures 

for 1951 and actual expenditure for 1950'» 

1

 A/l812/Add.l (see Official Records of the General Assembly, Sixth Session, 

Supplement No- 5 kj",~~ 
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1950 
Actual ex-
penses and 
obligations 

Z US 

International 
Labour 
Organization 

Food and A ^ i -
cultural 
Organization 

United Nations 
Educational, • 
Scientific and 
Cultural 
Organization 

International 
Civil Aviation. 
Organization 

Universal 
Postal Union 

World.Health 
Organization 

International 
Telecommunication 
Union 

2,564, 

301； 

6,108. 

157 

837 

299 

Sub-total 
(specialized 
agencies) 

United Nations 

1951 
Appropria-
tions or 
expenditure 
authoriza-
tions 

$ US 

1952 
Appropria-
tions or 
estimates 

$ US 

1952 
Increase by comparison 

with 

1950 

$ US 

5,266,854 6,269,506 6,549,639 1,282,785 

3,078,052 3 ДЮ,348 

349,738 335,838 

546,191 

1,402,438 1,615,634 1,620,327 217,839 

1951 

$ US 

280,133 

4,504>653 4,525,000(a) 5,525，000(b) 1,020,347 1,000,000 

7,162,794 3,210,000(
C

) 8,728,000<
C

〉 1,565,206 518^000 

32,296 

34,001 (- 13,900) 

6,232,057
( a )

 7,677,782(
d

) 1,569,483 1,445,725 

4,693 

27,311,082 30,279,987 33,546,934 6,235,852 3,266,947 

43,746,264 47,798,600 46,568,300^^ 2,822,036 (- 1,230,300) 

Grand Total ？1,057,346 78,076,587 80Д15,234 9,057,888 2,036^647 

rravsaitaBSSswss - • sm ens 載 ж «ai «s sssssasssssŝ a atssasa&sssssesrsi ssasssssassa 

(a) Expenditure authorization … .• 
(b) Estimates • 
(c) Includes $10,000, contribution of the Government of Cuba towards the cost 

of maintenance of the Western Hemisphere Office 
(d) Excludes $1^400,000 assessment against inactive members# 
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NOTE: WHO, in respect of its 1952 appropriations, and FAO, in the preparation 

of its 1952 and 1955 estimates, have taken into account the impact of non-paymeni5 

of contributions during the
:
 year on the execution of the agency

!

s programme. In 

the case of WHO, an assessment against "inactive" members vas made, although no 

corresponding figure was appropriated for expenditure. In FAO， ac. amount equal to 

roughly 10 per cent of the budget of previous years was proposed to Ъе set up in 

the same manner as WHO
1

 s reserve. This proposal was modified by the Council of FA6, 

which requested that a supplementary programme^ in the amount of the reserve, 
j
 1 

should Ъе submitted by the Iiirector-General • It remains for the FAO Conference td 

decide whether the excess of assessments over the appropriation for the regular 

programme shall also Ъе. appropriated for utilization, if received, or, as in WHO, 

constitute an assessment figure only, without an expenditure counterpart. 

6. The Advisory Committee has repeatedly drawn the attention both of Member States 

and of the secretariats of specialized agencies to the necessity of stabilizing 

activities and expenditures in viev of the growing difficulty involved in the 

payment of contributions to international organizations. The upward trend cf 

activities vhich the above figures partially disèlose is clearly demonstrated in 

the folloving table showing variations in staff members in the United Nations and 

specialized agencies during the years 19^9 - 1952： 

lQkQ 1Q50 lQ^l 1奶2 

(a) 

(a) 

19^0 19^1 Ш . 
United Nations 

,‘ •(b)-
International Labour Organization

4 / 

3,7^6 3,830 5,75。 4,00。 United Nations 
,‘ •(b)-

International Labour Organization
4 / 

603 694 705 7k2 

Food and Agriculture Organization 679 691 688 112 

United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Orgariization 720 825 863 831 

International Civil Aviation 
Organization • • • 420 If 38 bl6 . 427 

Universal Postal Union 16 17 17 17 

World Health Organization 

International Telecoimunication Union, 
• •• 

Total 

505 

15紅 

675 

дЛо 

тзо 

137 

828 

6,823 7,310 7,286 7,765 

(a) Estimates. In the case of FAO the apparent increase of 84 posts over 
the 1951 estáblisliment is represented almost entirely Ъу the necessity for 
engaging a complete maintenance and custodial staff for the Organization's 
two buildings in .Rome, whereas this responsibility was performed under 
contract in Washington。 

(b) Figures include positions for branch offices ar.d correspondents' offices, 
some of which are part-time positions. For 1952, the number of this group 
is 95. 
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The foregoing figures are, of course, exclusive of additional personnel engaged 

on a purely temporary basis. Appropriations or estimates for the afore-mentioned 

organizations in respect of salaries, wages.and fees during 1951 and 1952 are 

shown in the following table: 

Established posts 

Temporary assistance , 

Consultants' fees and related 
expenditure 

Overtime and night differential 

1951 
Dollars (US) 

35,551,661 

1，5。6，6“0 

1 , 2 6 1 , 7 6 5 

521,8U0 

1952 

rollara (US) 

38,796,573 

1，280,682 

Neither of the al:ove tables covers staff engaged under the expanded programme 

of technical assistance or other extra-bufigetary programmes• As regards the 

relationship betveen regular programmes and er:tra-tudgetary programmes, attention 

is drawn to the fact that certain functions arising out of the latter programmes 

are necessarily performed, mostly on a part-time basis, Ъу personnel charged 

against the regular budgets of the various organizations. It is, however, not 

possible to express such functions in terms of staff members or expenditure• 

Apart fr-,;m the individual budgets and administrative arrangements, 011 

which comments are submitted in paragraphs 30 to 68 below^ the Conmittee has 

also given consideration to certain general problems of an administrative and» 

financial nature which arise "both in the United Nations and the specialized 

agencies. 
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Temporary, assistance 

8» In previous reports the Advisory Corunittee has recommended that both in the 

United Nations and the specialized, agencies control should be exercised over the 

use of temporary assistance
c
 At least two agencies have found it possible to 

dispense with such assistance insofar as the replacement of regular staff on 

leave is concerned, other staff members being required temporarily to absorb thô 

additional work-loadл This practice might Ъе followed with advantage by the 

United Nations and the other agencies, since, apart from considerations of 

economy*, it constitutes a valuable factor in the development of a versatile staff, 

• ' Salary differentials. 

9» Certain of the- specialized agencies
 t
wnich adopted the United Nations salary 

scale have rrot- so far complied with the related recommendations on salary 

differentialse Since, a uniform application of differentials is a necessary 

corpllary of • a c.oranon salary sea Je, the Advisory Committee trusts that the 

legislativa bodies of the agencies,, when considering the matter of salary 

differentials, will have full regard to the consequences that inevitably result 

from an isolated decision> 

Language services . 

104 It.is the practice of ILO to recruit substantive staff possessing the 

necessary qualifications for assignment^ as and whan necessary, to language 

services (translation, interpretation, précis-witing)« An extension of this 

practice is recommended among other agencies^ and particularly among those 

requiring such services intermittently• 

Travel expenses 
— — ^ ― — 1 1 » m 

11
f
 The 1952 provision for travel expenses in the United Nations and specialised 

agencies amounts to a total of Ф4，264，621， of niiich $2>122,067 relates to travel 

on official business. In recoraniending a careful review of travel programmes, 

the Advisory Committee draws attention to the fact that each of two agencies, 

with a far smaller staff,, has provided in its 1952 budget an amomit exceeding 

that of the United Nations for travel on official business» 

. Extra-budgetaiy fund£ 

12• The Advisory Committee was informed that, in accordance with paragraph 3 of 

General Assembly resolution 411 (V) of 1 December 1950, the secretariats of 
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specialized agencies having programmes financed from extra-budgetary sources 

have supplied their legislative bodies with information concerning the funds 

under their administration• A summary consolidated table, giving a brief 

description of such extra-budgetary funds, is included in Information Annex II 

to.the United Nations budget estimates for 1952• 

13о The reasons which led the Advisory Committee to propose the adoption by the 

General Assembly of resolution 411 (V) were summarized in its report on the 1951 

budgets of the specialized agenciest 

" … … O f these problems^ perhaps the most important concerns the 
control of technical assistance funds .and other extra-budgetary funds, 
as well as the forn of presentation of the relevant estimates» At 
present, such funds are not incorporated in the annual budgets of the 
arricies,, and, except in the case of WHO, even the presentation of the 
estimates for technical assistance is entirely separate from the annual 
budgetsс As a consequence of this procedure, the annual budgets do not 
reflect the whole of the activities of the organization for the yçar to 
which they refer^ and a comprehensive appraisal can be made only by 
reference to a number of separate documents"• (A/1441) paragraphs 8 and 9)# 

14© Although the recommendations of the Advisory Committee have been 

substantially complied with, the problem of presentation still appears to exist 

in most of the agenciesо Information on whatever parallel activities may be 

undertaken by the organization under extra-budgetary fund arrangements does not 

forn part of the annual budget document, and as a consequence， the legislative 

body must find it difficult to form a comprehensive picture covering every phase 

of its activities; nor, in many instances, can the inter-relationship between 

programmes provided for under the regular budget and those financed by extra-

budgetary funds be readily de termine d# The Comittee therefore suggests that 

consideration be given to the inclusion, wherever appropriate, in the regular 

budget estimates and especially in summary t a b l e。 of references similar to those 

contained in the WHO budget estimates to parallel activities "which the 

Organization expects to undertake under such extra-bud ge tary arrangements• 

:A/l812/Add.l (see Official Records of the General Assembly， Sixth Session 
Supplement No， 5A, table L) 
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15• As regards the control of extra-budgetary funds the Advisory Committee 

notes that, with two or three exceptions； no provision exists for a legislative 

exanination of projects by the conference of.an agency^ and that these are 

approved only at the secretariat levels Present arrangements contemplate that 

requests for technical assistance shall be submitted by governments to the agency 

or to the Technical Assistance Board。 The executive head of the agency examines 

the request, decides on "whether it should be undertaken and prepares the 
* 

estimates of cost。 The project is then referred to TAB, whose function it is 

primarily to consider whether the project falls within the field of action of the 

proposing agency or overlaps with any other project already approvedо This 

procedure applies to the approval of projects to be financed with monies 

provided for under the automatic allocation of the expanded programme funds« 

"When projects are to be undertaken in excess of the automatic allocation厂 they 

have to be approved by TAB before monies are allotted for their execution。 In * * 

both instances, however^ the secretariats of the agencies have final 

responsibility - either directly or. indirectly,, throu^i TAB (which is composed 

of the executive heads of the United Nations and specialized agencies) - for 

approving projects and, where necessary， for establishing an order of priorities. 

This procedure seems contrary to national practices, and the General Assembly-

may vdsh to consider whether the existing^system should not be modified^ 

16# As regards the audit of agency expenditure under the Special Account^ as 

requested by the General Assembly in paragraph 3 of resolution 411 (V), the 

Advisory Committee notes that common procedures have been agreed upon by the 

Joint fanel of Auditors> and that a report on the audit will be prepared by the 

Panel early in 1952о 

17p On the question of conditions of recruitment and employment of personnel 

engaged for extra-budgetary programmes^ the Advisory Committee took note of the 

differing practices that are followed by the agencies concerned© It suggests 

that every effort should be made to apply a common pattern^ Particular attention 

should be devoted to the financial obligations incurred by organizations 

engaging staff for this purpose and to the necessity of clearly establishing 

the status of such personnel in the- matter of separation payments, commutation 

of annual lea vu
 ?
 and other staff bene fits « The Conmittee assuiries that in 
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applying a reserve to the percentage allocations from the Special Account, TAB 

had regard,, among other consideration?
}
 to the necessity of providing for any 

liquidation expenses that ni改 t ariseо 

• C o m o n services 

18о In reporting on the 1951 budgets of the specialized agencies, the Advisory 

Coianittee referred to an unsatisfactory position in regard to c o m o n administrative 

services for organizations situated in the sane area. The question of the 

further development of such services^ under the terms of General Assembly 

resolution 411 (V)， paragraph vas the subject of a progress report dealing 

with the co-ordination of certain services in Geneva, submitted during October 

1951 by the Secretary-General to the Advisory Committee• The Coinnittee, "while 

agreeing that progress has been made in this fields considers that there is 

still room for improvement in certain areas and trusts that further efforts in 

the same direction will be nadeо 

Headquarters buildings for international organizations 

19о Several of tho specialized agencies are planning the construction of 

permanent headquarters buildings
 0
 ШЮ and ITU have decided to locate their 

headquarters in Geneva, in order, among other reasons, to iirç>rove the co-ordination 

of their programmes m t h those of the United Nations and other agencie s « Offers 

have been received for the erection of a separate building； outside the Palais 

des Nations^ for each of these two agencies。 Acceptance of these offers would 

clearly involve the member States in expenditures for Interest> maintenance and 

overhead charges in excess of those resulting from the joint use of a single 

building, and would reduce the possibility of coianon administrative arrangements 

and services« The Advisory Committee recommends that the plans should be 

carefully reviewed in the light of these considerations, and particular attention 

given to the possible accommodation of the agencies concerned within the precincts 

of the Palais des Nations
v 

Arrears of contributions 

20 » Careful consideration is being given by the secretariats of the United 

Nations and the specialized agencies, acting t h r o u ^ the Administrative Committee 

on Co-ordination and its Consultative Committee on Administrative Questions, to 

the problem of arrears of contributions с The Advisory Coinmittee hopes that,, as a 

result, there "will be submitted to the legislative bodies of the United Nations 
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aad the specialized agencies a proposal for a common solution to the problem of 

uniform application^ as far as practicable
y
 in all the organizations concerned.. 

"While the United Nations itself does not face an iimediate problem in respect of 

contributions in arrears^ a serious situation has arisen in certain of the 

specialized agencies^ and the Committee is glad to note that the budgetary and 

financial questions at issue are now the subject of study with a view to the 

development of a common approach? The study should also embrace the problems 

inherent in the practices adopted by WHO and FAO, which are described in the 

Note to paragraph 5 of the present report。 

Biennial sessions of conferences 

21. The Advisory Committee has previously recommended that the specialized 

agencies should review their programmes of meetings in order to reduce, where 

possible^ the number of formal meetings of government representatives• It takes 

note of the growing practice of holding biennial conferences of the legislative 

body, and urges those agencies which continue to hold such conferences at annual 

intervals to give further consideration to the matter^ with particular, reference 

to the resultant economies on staffing， documentation and travel costs* Some 

agencies in the latter category have achieved substantial economies throu^i the 

practice of restricting the agenda for their conferences in certain years mainly 

to questions of a purely administrative nature。 

Contributions by host governments 

22。 Provision is made in certain of the agency budgets for sessions of general 

conferences and other bodies to be held away from headquarters
0
 • The Advisory 

Committee has consistently recommended that this practice, which may have 

serious administrative and financial implications both for delegations and 

secretariats, should be reduced to a minimum, and the General Assembly has 

itself endorsed this re с оше nda ti on
 0 

23о An invitation by a host government to hold a conference within its 

territory, even without additional cost to the organization^ should not in 

itself constitute sufficient justification for a departure from the general rule 

that all meetings should be held at headquarters^ 
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24e The Advisory Committee in any case recoimnends that where over-riding 

considerations justify the holding of a conference away from headquarters 

uniform principles should govern the financial arrangements• Except where 

specific cases clearly call for a deviation, these principles should specify the 

nature and proportion of the total costs to be borne respectively by the agency-

concerned and by* the inviting government。 

. Printing 

25t Throu^iout the appropriations or estimates for 1952 the rising costs of 

printing are reflected in an increase in the budgetary provision made or proposed 

under this head, The Advisory Coinmittee believes that, in view of the present 

conditions of financial stringency and the limited resources of 他ich Member 

States dispose, every effort should be made to achieve a reasonably stable level 

of expenditure for this programme, through an adjustment of the volume of printing 

to rising prices and the adoption of the other measures indicated below# 

26/> As regards a possible restriction of the scope of the printing programme， 

some responsibility must clearly rest m t h the legislative bodies as to what they 

direct to be printed« The Advisory Committee recommends in particular 'tiiat 

documents proposed for printing be subjected to careful scrutiny in order 1±iat 

the necessity for printing be established and unimportant parts omitted from the 

text® Furthermore, the periodicity of certain publications mi^it be reviewed 

and bulky volumes in some' cases published at longer intervals» This is ^ 

especially true of budget docunents arid monthly statistical publication* In the 

former case，the necessity "for re'produ'cirig every 'year supporting data of an 

almost identical nature might be critically examined. In the latter case, the 

addition of a small number of new A g o r e s scarcely justifies the monthly 

re-printing of the same main tables; instead, mimeographed monthly suppleœnts 

ni^it be used, the printed material being published quarterly» 

27。 The Advisory Committee further recommends that less expensive printing 

standards should be adopted; narrower margins, the elimination of blank pages 

and the use of a smaller type-face are among measures that have already produced 

savings in the printing costs of certain of the specialized agencies» The 

substitution of internal reproduction (by offset or mimeographed processes) for 

contractual printing has proved feasible and led to significant savings in 
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several qf the agencies* Arrangements might also be made for the joint purchase 

of internal printing equipment by several agencies in the same area, so that an 

extensive and сошюп use of the equipment may justify the initial capital 

outlayo 

28» îfeny of the recoimnendations contained in the present report apply equally 

to the United Nations^ and should be read in conjunction with the Advisory 

Coimnittee
1

 s comments on the 1952 budget estimtes of the latter Organization»^ 

29• The Advisory Committee acknowledges the assitance 她ich it has received, 

in the course of its review, from officers of high rank of the organizations 

concerned/ and "which greatly facilitated its tasks • 

OBSERVATIONS REGARDING THE BUDGETS OR BUDGETARY ESTIMATES 

International 1дЬоиг Graniza tion 

1952 appropriation 

I95I appropriation 

I95O expenditure • 

OF SPECIFIC AGENCIES 

Dollars (US) 

〜549,639 (gross) 

6,269,506 (gross) 

5,266,854 

1

 A/1353 (see Official Records of the General Assembly^ Sixth Session, 
Supplement N0» 7零） 
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OBSERVATIONS REGARDING THE BUDGET OF 
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION 

57. Of a total assessment for 1952 of Ф9^С77
5
782^ 31,400,000 relates to the 

contributions of inactive members of VfflO, whose contributions are not expected to 

be received during the year» The latter amount is, however, not available for 

expenditure. 

58, The estimated expenditure for 1952 is distributed under the following main 

heads, as compared with the corresponding figures for 195It 

1 9 5 1 

Expenditure 1952 
authorization Appropriation 
Dollars (US) Dollars (US) 

I 'Meetings 266,568 265,023 

II Personal services 4，C11,481 4,367,750 

III General services 1,233Д69 1,990,550 

IV Special projects and 
activities 715,839 1,054,459 

T o t a l . 6 , 2 3 2 , 0 5 7 7,677,782 

Less; Casual revenue • 。 ， - 477,782 

Net totals … . 6,323,057 7,200,000 
' 1 ‘‘ n ' ' 1 • г - -

59» The Advisory Committee notes .that .WHO is expanding its regional activities 

through the establishment of zonal offices, while headquarters activities remain 

at approximately the same levels It trusts that the practice of establishing 

zonal offices^ n^iich is^ at present, contemplated only in the Regional Office 

for the Americas, will not result in increased requirements for administrative 

staff， but merely in the distribution of regional staff among smaller 
1 

geographical areas of work
0 

1 
The distribution of "WHO staff since its first full year of operation is 
followsJ 

I949 1950 1951 1952 

Headquarters 33<1 374 372 375 
Regional staff, including field 122 228 292 385 
Other (Epidemiological Intelligence 
Station, Singapore, and Tuberculosis 
Research Office, Copenhagen) 49 73 66 68 
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60 • The estimates for 1952 паке no provision for any differential о n salaries 

paid to Ш0 staff in Geneva in spite of the fâct that the United Nations
д
 ILO. 

and ICITO have adopted a minus 5 per cent differential for their Geneva staffe 

The Advisory Coiuciittee reoomends that WHO should revise its policy and bring 

it.into line m t h that of the United Nations and other agencies* 

61® As regards the arrangements for staff engaged in connexion with technical 

assistance programes, the Advisory Committee was inforned that such átaff 

receive contracts of the same type as those granted to personnel carried on thé 

regular budget» "While not at this stage expressing an opinion on the relative 

merits of the practice followed in the various agencies, the Committee suggests 

that uniform staff regulations should be agreed upon for technical assistance 

personnel, and that particular attention should be paid to the financial 

consequences to irtiich staff rules governing persomel paid out of extra-budgetary 

funds may give rise. In the case of "WHO, some experience has been gained in 

handling the separation of staff engaged for work in connexion with UNICEF 

projects, and this experience might be the subject of careful study by other 
• • 1 « * ' 

agencies» 

International Teleconnunication Union ... 

I952 appropriation " • 

I95I appropriation • 

1950 expenditure 

(publications budget excluded) 

Dollars (US) 

1,620,327 (gross) 

1,615,634 (gross) 

1,402,438 ‘ 


